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ELECTRONIC TRADING ACCOUNT LOGIN CONFIRMATION 

Client Name: 

I.D. / Passport No.:

Trading Account Number: 

To: ART INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY PTE., LTD

I hereby confirmed that I hold an Electronic Trading Account under Art Intelligent Technology PTE. 

LTD, and I will be fully responsible for all trading transactions done through this trading account; and

will hold you with no responsibilities on any due cause. 

I hereby confirmed that: (Please “” the boxes) 

□ I had read & agreed the terms and conditions on this document and the Client’s Agreement.

□ I had successfully logged in to my trading account in Art Intelligent Technology PTE., Ltd’s

electronic trading platform with my User Name and Password.

Client’s Signature: Date: 

(This signature shall serve as client's specimen signature.) 

RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

The risk of loss in trading in Spot Market (hereinafter called "Investment") contracts can be substantial. Customer should therefore carefully consider whether such 

trading is suitable for customer in light of customer's financial condition. In considering whether to trade, customer should be aware of the following: 

1. Customer may sustain a total loss of the initial margin funds and any additional funds that customer deposits with ART INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY PTE., 

LTD. (hereinafter called “ART INTELLIGENT”) to establish or maintain a position in the Investment market. If the market moves against customer's position, 

customer may be called upon by ART INTELLIGENT to deposit a substantial amount of additional margin funds, on short notice, in order to maintain 

customer's position. If customer does not provide the required funds within the prescribed time, customer's position may be liquidated at a loss, and customer 

will be liable for any resulting deficit in customer's account(s). 

2. The internet or other electronic media (including without limitation electronic devices, services of third party telecom service providers such as mobile phones 

or other handheld trading devices or interactive voice response systems) are an inherently unreliable form of communication, and that such unreliability is

beyond ART INTELLIGENT’s control.


